Help medical researchers connect DNA variation to genetic diseases

University of Vermont Health Network (UVMHN) has partnered with LunaDNA to help research and drive medical breakthroughs.

How it works

CONTRIBUTE YOUR INFORMATION
You can easily copy your DNA information and your health history into LunaDNA’s secure database.

ACCELERATE DISCOVERY
LunaDNA lets researchers know that your information exists. If researchers want to use your data, LunaDNA will ask your permission first.

PRIVATE + SECURE
LunaDNA makes data sharing anonymous. You control what information is shared for research, and you can stop sharing at any time. You still own your information, while giving researchers permission to study it.

EARN SHARES
You earn ownership shares in LunaDNA for your data contribution and benefit in the value created from medical breakthroughs.

Why it matters

Your unique health and DNA information can help researchers study how DNA variation is related to disease. When your information is combined with that of others, more opportunities are created for medical researchers to discover treatments and cures for diseases. The future of health care discovery can be shaped by what you share today.

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE AND CONTRIBUTE TO HEALTH CARE DISCOVERY

To learn more, or to register, go to learn.lunadna.com/UVMHN